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Abstract—The work presented in this paper concerns the 
output feedback tracking control for a class of Switched Linear 
Systems (SLS) with external disturbances. The main result is 
based on a descriptor redundancy formulation of the closed-
loop dynamics. The proposed approach allows the avoiding of 
the crossing terms appearance between the controller's and the 
switched system's matrices leading to easier Linear Matrix 
Inequality (LMI) formulation. Multiple Lyapunov functional 
methods are utilized to the stability analysis and controller 
design. By introducing the Proportional-Derivative (PD) 
controller, a robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking performance 
has been satisfied. The efficiency of the proposed synthesis 
procedure has been illustrated by a numerical example. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
WITCHED Systems (SS) have attracted considerable 
attention due to the widespread application in control, 
communication network and biology engineering [1]-[3]. 
Generally, the stability and stabilization problems are the 
main concerns in the field of SS. Hence, Lyapunov function 
techniques have been proven to be effective to deal with 
stability and stabilization problems for SS [4]-[6]. For more 
details of the recent results on the basic problems in stability 
and stabilization for SS, the reader can refer to [7], and the 
references cited therein.  
Recently, the output tracking control of switched systems 
has received a lot attention mainly with the fast development 
of switched system theory. In fact, the output tracking 
control, as an important issue in the control field, can found 
various applications in industrial, biological and economical 
dynamic processes. The principal objective of tracking 
control is trying to minimize the error between the outputs of 
the plant and of the desired reference model via designing a 
controller [8]. However, few results on the output tracking 
control for switched systems have been reported [8]-[11]. In 
[8], exponential 1L  output tracking control for SLS with 
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time-varying delays is investigated. In [9], the output 
tracking control is studied for a switched system containing 
stabilizable and unstabilizable subsystems. Based on the 
average dwell time approach and the Lyapunov theory, the 
authors in [10] propose a new controller design approach to 
satisfy the robust H
∞
 output tracking control for a class of 
switched systems with time-varying delay under 
asynchronous switching. However, in our knowledge, the 
output tracking control problem of SLS has not been fully 
investigated, which motivates the present study.  
In this paper, we are interested in designing a robust H
∞
 
output feedback tracking control for a class of SLS using PD 
controller. The primary contributions of this paper can be 
stated within the following points: 
• The proposition of new approach taking advantage of 
descriptor redundancy formulation in order to avoid the 
appearance of the crossing terms between the controller's 
and the SLS system's matrices [12], [17]. 
• The proposed approach leads to strict LMI conditions. 
 
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the 
problem formulation and some preliminaries are given. In 
Section III, based on the Lyapunov function technique, the 
robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking control for a class of 
SLS using PD controller is developed. Then, sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a PD controller are 
formulated in terms of set of LMI. A numerical example is 
provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach in section IV. Section V provides some conclusion 
and future work. 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, we consider a class of SLS composed of 
N linear continuous-time subsystems. Each linear subsystem 
is defined as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wq q q
x t A x t B u t B w t= + +ɺ  (1) 
( ) ( )qy t C x t=   (2) 
 
with ( ) nx t ∈ℜ  is the state vector (unmeasurable), 
( ) mu t ∈ ℜ  is the control input vector, ( ) py t ∈ ℜ  is the 
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measurement (output) vector and mw ∈ ℜ  is the 2L − norm 
bounded external disturbance. qA , qB , wqB , qC  are known 
matrices with appropriate dimensions, 1,2, ,q Q N∈ = … is 
the index indicating the active mode at instant t . q  is 
known at any time. 
To specify the desired trajectory, we consider the 
following reference model: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )r r rx t A x t r t= +ɺ   (3) 
( ) ( )r r ry t H x t=   (4) 
 
with ( ) rnrx t ∈ℜ  and ( ) pry t ∈ℜ  are the reference state 
vector and the reference output vector, respectively. 
r rn n
r
A ×∈ℜ  is a specified asymptotically stable matrix and 
( ) rnr t ∈ℜ  is 2L − norm bounded reference input. rH  is 
known matrix with appropriate dimensions.  
It is well-know that the controller with the derivative term 
of measurement vector can prevent over shoot and eliminate 
oscillations, so we give the following PD controllers [13-15]: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )P Dq r qu t K e t K y t= + ɺ  (5) 
 
where ( ) ( ) ( ) pr re t y t y t= − ∈ℜ  is the tracking error, PqK  
is the proportional gain and DqK  is the derivative gain.   
In the sequel, when there is no ambiguity, the time t  in a 
time varying variable will be omitted for space convenience. 
As usual, in a matrix, ( )∗  indicates a symmetrical transpose 
quantity. Moreover, I
i
 denotes an identity matrix with 
appropriate dimension. 
 
The problem considered in this paper is as follows: 
 
Problem 1.  The objective is to design the controller (5) 
such that the switched system (1)-(2) has a robust H
∞
 output 
feedback tracking performance. 
 
Definition 1.  The switched linear systems (1)-(2) is said 
to have a robust  H
∞
 output feedback tracking performance, 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) with zero disturbance input condition ( ) 0w t ≡ , the 
closed-loop switched system is stable. 
2) for all non zero ( ) [ )2 0w t L∈ ∞ , under zero initial 
condition ( )0 0x t ≡ , it holds that:     
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
0 0
T T T
r re t e t dt w t w t r t r t dtγ
∞ ∞
≤ +∫ ∫  
 
where γ  is a positive constant. 
The classical way to write a closed-loop dynamics consists 
on substituting the controller's equation (5) into the system's 
equation (1). This leads to: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
w
D P
n n q q q q q q q
P
q q r r q
I B K C x t A B K C x t
B K H x t B w t
× − = − +
+
ɺ
  (6) 
 
Hence, the closed-loop dynamics (6) involves numerous 
crossing terms between the gains controller PqK , 
D
qK  and 
the system's matrices ( Dq q qB K C , Pq q qB K C  and Pq q rB K H ). 
In order to avoid the crossing terms in closed-loop dynamics 
formulation and to make easier LMI conditions, we use the 
descriptor redundancy approach [12], [17]. Hence, we 
consider the following augmented state variable. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T T T T Tr rx t x t x t e t y t =  ɶ ɺ , 
( ) ( ) ( )T T Tw t r t w t =  ɶ  
 
Then, the equations of the switched system (1)-(2), the 
reference model (3)-(4) and the controller (5) are combined 
to obtain the following augmented system: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wq q q
Ex t A x t B u t B w t= + +ɺ ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ   (7) 
( ) ( )r qe t C x t= ɶ ɶ   (8) 
( ) ( )qu t K x t= ɶɶ ɶ   (9) 
 
where 
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
r r
n n
n n
I
I
E
×
×
 
 
 
=
 
 
  
, 
0
0
q
q
q q
B
B
C B
 
 
 
=
 
 
  
ɶ
, 
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0
q
r
q
q r p p
q q p
A
A
A
C H I
C A I
×
 
 
 
=
 
− −
 
−  
ɶ
, 
0
0
0 0
0
w
r r
w
w
q
n n
q
q q
B
I
B
C B
×
 
 
 
=  
 
  
ɶ
, 
0 0q q rC C H = − ɶ  and 0 0
p D
q q qK K K =  
ɶ
. 
 
Therefore, the closed-loop system is given by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wq q q q
Ex t A B K x t B w t= + +ɺ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ   (10) 
 
Note that the system (7) is called switched descriptor system 
( ( ) ( )dimrank E E< ). Using the augmented system, the 
problem 1 can be reformulated as follows: 
 
Problem 2. The objective is to design the controller (9) 
such that the system (7) has a robust H
∞
 output feedback 
tracking performance. 
At the end of this section, we introduce some definitions for 
the development of our results. 
  
 
Definition 2.  The switched descriptor system (7) is said 
to have a robust  H
∞
 output feedback tracking performance, 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) with zero disturbance input condition ( ) 0w t ≡ɶ , the 
closed-loop switched descriptor system (10) is admissible. 
2) for all non zero ( ) [ )2 0w t L∈ ∞ɶ , under zero initial 
condition ( )0 0x t ≡ɶ , it holds that:      
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0
T T
r r
e t e t dt w t w t dtγ
∞ ∞
≤∫ ∫ ɶ ɶ   (11) 
 
where γ  is a positive constant. 
 
Definition 3.  The switched descriptor system (7) is said 
admissible if it is regular, impulse free and stable. 
III. ROBUST PD CONTROLLER DESIGN 
The main goal of this paper is to propose a sufficient LMI 
conditions in order to obtain the gain matrices PqK  and 
D
qK  
values such that the robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking 
performance is satisfied. The main result is summarized in 
the following theorem.  
 
Theorem 1. Given positive scalars κ , 1
qq
µ + ≥ , for 
,q q Q+ ∈ , q q +≠ , if there exist matrices 11 11 0Tq qX X= > ,  
22 22 0Tq qX X= > , 
33 33T
q qX X= , 
44 44T
q qX X= , 
p
qY , 
D
qY  such 
that the following LMIs hold: 
 
1) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
11 13 14
22 23
33 34
44
0
0
0
q q q
q q
q
q q
q
φ φ φ
φ φφ φ φ
φ
 
 
∗ 
= <
 ∗ ∗
 
∗ ∗ ∗  
  (12) 
2) ( ) 0
q qqq
qq
q
X X
X
µ +
+
+
− 
Π = ≤ 
∗ −  
 (13) 
3) 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
13 1411 11
22 23 22
3433
44
0
0
00
0
T
q qq q q
T
q q q r
q qq
q
p p
X C
X H
I
φ
φ
φφ
×
 ΞΞ −
 
Ξ∗ 
 Ξ = ≤∗∗
 
 ∗∗ Ξ∗
 
−∗∗ ∗∗  
        (14)  
 
Then, the switched descriptor (7) is admissible and the 
robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking performance is 
guaranteed with attenuation level κ . Moreover, the 
controller gains are constructed by ( ) 133P Pq q qK Y X −=  and 
( ) 144D Dq q qK Y X −= . 
 
 
 
where 
11 11 11T
q q q q qX A A Xφ = + , 13 11 T Pq q q q qX C B Yφ = − + ,
14 11 T T D
q q q q q qX A C B Yφ = + , 22 22 r rq q n nIφ κ ×Ξ = + , 23 22 Tq q rX Hφ = ,
22 22 22T
q q r r qX A A Xφ = + , 11 11 w wTq q q qB Bφ κΞ = + ,
34 PT T T
q q q qY B Cφ = , ( )11 22 33 44q q q q qX diag X X X X= ,
33 33 33
q q p p p p qX I I Xφ × ×= − − , 14 14 w wT Tq q q q qB B Cφ κΞ = + ,  
44 44
w w
T T
q q q q q qC B B Cφ κΞ = +  and 
44 44 44 DT T T D
q q p p p p q q q q q q qX I I X Y B C C B Yφ × ×= − − + + . 
 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 
descriptor system (7) is regular and impulse free [16]. 
According to the definition 2, the proof is composed of two 
steps. 
• Step 1:  
With zero disturbance input condition ( ) 0w t ≡ɶ , the 
objective is to give a sufficient conditions to ensure that the 
closed-loop switched descriptor system (10) is stable, Then it 
is admissible. Therefore, we consider the following multiple 
Lyapunov-like functional candidate: 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( )T Tq qV x t x t E P x t=ɶ ɶ ɶ  
 
with 0T Tq qE P P E >=  and 1,2, ,q Q N∈ = … . Hence, qP  
is considered diagonal matrix: 
( )11 22 33 44Tq q q q q qP P diag P P P P= =  with 0ii iiTq qP P= >  
for { }1,2i =  and ii iiTq qP P=  for { }3, 4i = . 
 
The closed-loop switched descriptor is stable if the 
conditions (15) and (16) are satisfied: 
 
( )( ) 0qV x t <ɺ ɶ   (15) 
 
and for 1, ,q N= … , 1, ,q N+ = …  and q q +≠  
 
( )( ) ( )( )qq qqV x t V x tµ+ +≤ɶ ɶ    (16)  
 
where the decreasing rate 1
qq
µ + ≤  is positive scalar 
describing the Lyapunov-like evolution at the switching time 
q q
t +→ . 
We develop now the condition (15). 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
0
T T T
q q q
TT
q q q q q q q q
V x t x t E P x t x t P Ex t
x t A B K P P A B K x t
= + <
 
= + + + <
  
ɺ ɺɺ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ
ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ
 (17) 
 
The condition (17) is verified if  
 
  
 
( ) ( ) 0Tq q q q q q q qA B K P P A B K+ + + <ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ  
 
Multiplying by 1qP
−
 and doing the following change of 
variable 1q qX P
−
= , we obtain: 
 
( ) ( ) 0Tq q q q q q q qX A B K A B K X+ + + <ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ   (18) 
 
where ( )11 22 33 44Tq q q q q qX X diag X X X X= = , with 
0ii iiTq qX X= >  for { }1,2i =  and ii iiTq qX X=  for 
{ }3,4i = .  
We substitute qAɶ , qBɶ , qKɶ  in (18). After considering the 
following change of variable 33P Pq q qY K X= , 
44D D
q q qY K X= , 
the LMI (12) is provided. 
Now, let us focus on the stability condition (16). Their aim is 
to ensure the global behavior of the like-Lyapunov function 
at the switching time 
q q
t +→ . We assume that, we have not 
state jump at switching time. 
According to the condition (16), we can write: 
 
qq qq
P Pµ+ +≤ , for 1, ,q N= … , 1, ,q N+ = …  and q q +≠  
 
which implicates 
 
1 1
qq qq
X Xµ+ +− −≤  
 
Multiplying by qX , we obtain: 
 
1 0q q q q qq qqX X X X X Xµ+ +
− +
− ≤  
 
Applying Schur's complement, the LMI (13) is provided. 
• Step 2:  
In this step, we consider the external disturbances 
( ) [ )2 0w t L∈ ∞ɶ , under zero initial condition ( )0 0x t ≡ɶ .  
From the stability condition (11), we can develop 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
0
0T Tr re t e t w t w t dtγ
∞
− ≤∫ ɶ ɶ   (19) 
 
Let ( )( ) ( ) ( ) 0Tq qV x t x t E P x t= >ɶ ɶ ɶ , with 0T Tq qE P P E= > , 
be a Lyapunov-like function candidate. Hence, the inequality 
(19) can be written as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( )
2
0
0
qT T
r r
q
dV x t
J e t e t w t w t dt
dt
V x t
γ
∞  
= − + 
 
 
− ≤
∫
ɶ
ɶ ɶ
ɶ
 
 
0J ≤  if 
  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 0T Tr r qe t e t w t w t V x tγ− + ≤ɺɶ ɶ ɶ   (20) 
 
The latter condition (20) can be reformulated such as: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )2 2 2 0
w
T
q q q
p p
P Bx t x t
w t w tIγ ×
 Λ   
≤    
∗ −     
ɶɶ ɶ
ɶ ɶ
  (21) 
 
with ( ) ( )T Tq q q q q q q q q q qA B K P P A B K C CΛ = + + + +ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ . 
Applying the inverse of Schur's complement, we can write 
(21) as follows: 
 
( ) ( )
0
w w
T T
q q q q q q q q q q
T
q q q q
A B K P P A B K C C
P B B Pκ
+ + + +
+ ≤
ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ
ɶ ɶ
 (22) 
 
with ( ) 12κ γ −= . 
Multiplying by 1qP
−
 and considering the following change of 
variable 1q qX P
−
= , we obtain. 
 
( ) ( )
0
w w
T
q q q q q q q q
T T
q q q q q q
X A B K A B K X
X C C X B Bκ
+ + +
+ + ≤
ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ
ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ
  (23) 
 
Using Schur's complement, the inequality (23) can be written 
as follow. 
 
( )
11
0
T
q q q
p p
X C
I ×
 Θ
≤ 
∗ −  
ɶ
  (24) 
 
with ( ) ( )11
w w
T T
q q q q q q q q q q qX A B K A B K X B BκΘ = + + + +ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ . 
We substitute qAɶ , qBɶ , qKɶ , wqBɶ  in the inequality (24). 
Using the following change of variable 33P Pq q qY K X= , 
44D D
q q qY K X= , the LMI (14) is provided.    
 
In order to simplify the conditions given in theorem 1, let 
consider the inequality (23), with 
( ) ( )Tq q q q q q q qX A B K A B K Xλ = + + +ɶ ɶɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ  
and 
w w
T T
q q q q q qX C C X B Bβ κ= +ɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ  such that 0β > . Then the 
inequality (18) ( 0λ < ) is verified when the condition (23) 
( 0λ β+ ≤  with 0β > ) is satisfied. Hence, the theorem 1 
can be resumed in the following corollary. 
   
Corollary 1. Given positive κ , 1
qq
µ + ≥ , for ,q q Q+ ∈ , 
q q +≠ , if there exist matrices 11 11 0Tq qX X= > ,  
22 22 0Tq qX X= > , 
33 33T
q qX X= , 
44 44T
q qX X= , 
p
qY , 
D
qY  such 
that the following LMI hold: 
 
  
 
4) ( ) 0
q qqq
qq
q
X X
X
µ +
+
+
− 
Π = ≤ 
∗ −  
 (25) 
5) 
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
13 1411 11
22 23 22
3433
44
0
0
00
0
T
q qq q q
T
q q q r
q qq
q
p p
X C
X H
I
φ
φ
φφ
×
 ΞΞ −
 
Ξ∗ 
 Ξ = ≤∗∗
 
 ∗∗ Ξ∗
 
−∗∗ ∗∗  
 (26)  
 
Then, the switched descriptor (7) is admissible and the 
robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking performance is 
guaranteed with attenuation level κ . Moreover, the 
controller gains are constructed by ( ) 133P Pq q qK Y X −=  and 
( ) 144D Dq q qK Y X −= . 
where  
11 11 11T
q q q q qX A A Xφ = + , 13 11 T Pq q q q qX C B Yφ = − + , 
14 11 T T D
q q q q q qX A C B Yφ = + , 22 22 r rq q n nIφ κ ×Ξ = + , 
23 22 T
q q rX Hφ = , 22 22 22Tq q r r qX A A Xφ = + , 
11 11
w w
T
q q q qB Bφ κΞ = + , 34 PT T Tq q q qY B Cφ = ,
( )11 22 33 44q q q q qX diag X X X X= ,
33 33 33
q q p p p p qX I I Xφ × ×= − − , 14 14 w wT Tq q q q qB B Cφ κΞ = + ,  
44 44
w w
T T
q q q q q qC B B Cφ κΞ = +  and 
44 44 44 DT T T D
q q p p p p q q q q q q qX I I X Y B C C B Yφ × ×= − − + + . 
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
In this section, a numerical example is provided to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We 
consider a switched system S  with two modes and a 
reference system 
rS . 
 
Switched system S : 
Mode 1: 
1
-2.6 1
0.5 -1.1
A  =  
 
, 1
2
0
B  =  
 
, 1
-0.1
0.1w
B  =  
 
, [ ]1 4 0C = . 
 
Mode 2:  
2
-1 0.25
0.39 -1.5
A  =  
 
, 2
0
0.3
B  =  
 
, 2
0.1
-0.1w
B  =  
 
, [ ]2 0 3C = . 
 
Reference system 
rS : 
-1.5 0.25
0.125 -0.125r
A  =  
 
, [ ]1 0.3rH = − . 
 
Reminding that the initial condition is assumed equal to zero 
( ( )0 0x t ≡ ). 
 
A PD controller, composed of a set of two controllers, is 
synthesized based on the matrix inequalities (25)-(26) of 
corollary 1 via the Matlab LMI toolbox. Hence, for the 
attenuation level 0.01κ =  and the decreasing rates 
12 21 0.15µ µ= = , we obtain the PD controller parameters as 
follows: 
 
1 37.541
PK = , 1 0.001
DK = , 2 42.034
PK = , 2 0.01
DK = . 
 
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach, simulation curves are presented in Figs. 1-3. Fig. 1 
shows the switching signal evolution of the switched system 
S , where the dwell time of each subsystem is considered 
respectively 1 3T s=  for the first subsystem and 2 2T s= , for 
the second.  
 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
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Fig. 1. Switching signal evolution of the switched system. 
 
For simulations, the reference signal ( )r t  is considered as: 
( ) 20 (0.01 ) 250 25
square t t s
r t
t s
× × ≤
= 
>
 
and the external disturbances signal ( )w t  as a white noise 
sequence.  
The state evolutions of the closed-loop switched system S  
with external disturbances as well as the tracking 
performances are given in figs 2 and 3, respectively.  
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Fig. 2. State evolutions of the closed-loop switched system. 
 
  
 
As expected, the output ( )y t  of the switched system S  can 
track the desired signal ( )ry t  after a finite time interval. 
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of the switched system's and the reference model's 
outputs. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a robust H
∞
 output feedback tracking 
control has been considered for a class of switched system 
with external disturbances. Thanks to the descriptor 
redundancy formulation of the closed-loop dynamics, 
crossing terms between the controller's and the switched 
system's matrices have been avoided. Beside, multiple 
Lyapunov functional method has been employed. These lead 
to easier LMI conditions for stability analysis and controller 
design. Finally, the efficiency of the proposed approach has 
been illustrated by a numerical example.  
Moreover, in this work, we assumed that the SLS modes 
are known at any time. Further relaxation of this assumption 
and extension the proposed approach to more general hybrid 
systems will be the focus of future work. 
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